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Triangle Bar and Grille:
Hot Metal and Cold Cuts
Exit the Triangle Bar and Grille's front door,

make a quick left, and walk about 100 yards:

here, a person can consider the fantastic rise

and fall of Big Steel.

The street ends abruptly on a steep,

wooded cliff overlooking the Monongahela

River in Swissvale, Pennsylvania. Rising

from the weeds below is the hulking, rusting

Carrie Furnace. Erected by Andrew

Carnegie in 1884, it produced molten

iron for the Homestead Works, located

right across the muddy

_river. Site of the

infamous 1892 battle between union activists

and Pinkerton strike breakers, by World War II

more than 20,000 workers toiled there.

The Triangle opened during those boom

years. Established in 1945 and named for

its oddly angled building at Monongahela

Avenue and Agnes Street, the business catered

to workers trudging their way to Carrie

Furnace, or traveling to the Homestead mill

or Braddock's Edgar Thomson Plant. It lured

in Big Steel's huge appetites with an equally

gigantic sandwich - the 27-inch "Battleship."

Less ambitious eaters could opt for a 12-inch

version called the "Destroyer." Reportedly,

a former owner christened the huge sand-

wiches with nautical names because he had

been in the navy.

The Battleship is just as big today, with over

a pound and a half of cold cuts overhanging its

bun: 10 hefty slices of cooked salami and six of

Bakery. Toppings such as lettuce, tomato,

onion, salt, pepper, and oregano come

standard, and the menu promises never to

add mayo unless you request it.

The Triangle's ambience is hometown

nostalgia. The door opens to a long wooden

bar on the left, fronted with stools. Small

tables for eat-in customers occupy the tiled

floor. The d&or includes a shot of opening

day at Forbes Field, an etching of Roberto

Clemente, and the battered hood of a

Triangle- sponsored racecar. Most customers

are drawn, however, to the sandwich counter

in the back of the room.

Owner Tom Crombie, 39, says his father

bought the Triangle in 1982, after getting laid

off from Bethlehem Steel, and then another

local mill. With six kids, "He took a chance."

It paid off. According to Crombie, the

entire family pitched in to make the business

The Triangle Bar and Grille, Swissvale,
Pennsylvania, has served mill workers, celebrities,

and loyal customers for over 60 years.

The interior of the Triangle hasn't changed much
over the years. Some patrons have a beer while

waiting on their sandwich. Both sam MacDonald
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Furnace and the open hearth plant at

Homestead shut down for good in 1983.

Other cuts that year left U.S. Steel

Corporation with just 9,000 workers, down

from 27,000 in 1979: 2/3 gone in just four

years. Swissvale's population has declined

too, from 15,000 in 1960 to around 9,200.

While the closing of the plants hurt,

Crombie says that loyalty to the famous

Battleship remains strong. "People who used

to work at Carrie Furnace come back," he

says. "They bring their kids. It's a legacy.'

Dan Marino has long been a fan. Penguin

legend Joey Mullen was a regular, too. Far

from star-struck, however, the Triangle stays

true to its blue-collar roots. The Edgar

Thomson Plant, just down the road, still

churns out steel, after all. Perhaps that's why

the Triangle maintains workers' hours: open

at 8 a.m., 10 a.m. on Sundays (9 a.m. when

there is a Steelers game), and closing at

10:30 p.m. most days. Crombie says the

business is largely carry out, although a few

will knock back a beer waiting for their

sandwich. Sandwiches are the only thing on

the menu apart from a few simple sides

(coleslaw, potato salad, and macaroni

salad - no fries) and a monumental

p at an

pments in

V raise new

Developers

the historic

ead Works

in the 1990s to make way for The

Waterfront, a booming $300

though Crombie says it hasn't

cut into his bottom line.

But an ambitious proposal to

redevelop the Mon riverfront in

Swissvale and Rankin might

pose more challenges. Historic

preservationists have kept Carrie

Furnace from the wrecking ball,

and government officials are

committing millions of dollars A heaving C

to refurbishing the 100-foot-tall C0riesy of Rivers of

blast furnaces and creating a lavish museum

and steel heritage interpretive center. The "hot

metal bridge" that once sent molten iron from

the furnaces to the Homestead Works will

soon convey pedestrians to and from The

Waterfront shops.

Concerned about increased restaurant

competition, Crombie is equally aware that

traffic in the area could bring more people

through his doors. Either way, he says, the

Triangle's strong suits will remain: simplicity,

value, and the Battleship.
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Pennsylvania. His first book, The Agony of an
American Wilderness (Rowman & Littlefield,

2005) explores the explosive battle surrounding
logging on the Allegheny National Forest. He
lives with his wife and twin boys in Pittsburgh,
where he is teaching composition and pursuing
his M.F.A. at the University of Pittsburgh.
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The 27-inch Battleship sandwich loaded with over
a pound and half of cold cuts. Sam MacDonald
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